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THE ORIGIN of our prow
ant day fashions le always intriguing and if one delves far
enough Into the atuuils of
fashion history, it is amazing
to discover how much inepiration is gleaned from eons past.
For example: The juppe, •
short feminine garment with
long dolman sleeves worn over
a long tunic In the Byzantium
is the origin of the present
versions of overblouses, sweaters and knit pullover&
With the return of the suit.
mobile skirts and the tremendous Importance of separates
for casual, town and formal
wear, these items are once
again a vital part of the feminine fashion way of life.
They are great extender,
for town, school and travel
wardrobes and can do eo very
much to achieve a changeabout in the total look. But
care in style and color selectee must be exercised.
Tor casual or career wear,
topper' that are seasonlesa,
simply d• signed arid are
adaptable for mixing and
matching are, of course, the
Ideal choice.
Those shown here were
chosen for that purpose for
several reasons good classic
but "right now" styling, versatility, silky smooth looks,
arid easy care and mobile
comfort - -.factors not to be
overlooked by the traveler,
the college or busy career
Sift
All are shaped of Tycora
nylon yarn and because of Ur
mart, simple necklines can be
glesnoriard with perky jewelry, colorful scarfs or tuck us
oeilar insets.
In delightful vivid and paatel colors as well as blue and
white, they are modestly
priced es. ewe they are quite
different in feeling, why not
buy leveret for a change of
tuition face 1
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Nesbitt Fabric Shop_

The G11111 of Judgment Day
CIIII Forrell's new Western thriller

PT* meet
tams OM
• pia.

Mesa the Doomsday
Os. bowl: depTrtelitt 0 1Wf.
Cliff Terrell D.WMI.atell by Whew Twaturee Sysdicat.
*NAT nee
kir
was tieing arrow to belt Hie guns *ere on,,
Dm Imam ably ea Pe". 111 the
r-reme tame es mar easnost
x the Hatchets that Lemma Dan also with guits-ovounteo pea
um Mee be toe
Enema
mu
following Me cus- gnp. Sper.aily matte weapon*
itM a me with a b.
szei
:tomary
routine- • gums or ow that must nave cow Prank
rem eP
tbe sae supper at Me a place afore more than two
months pay
Tele
Om swung
St teal
charge of the town.
Dan purgers to nis feet. over
John Caw did not attempt to turning tus chair
touch he me. His lips were
I Web
He ran front the restaurant
ellot OM
ashen "There'd be so stones -Memel" he shouted
▪-QM.
despereast at you. Dan, If you dodged ately. -14o! Wahl..oebere
ors dee
• tile one.' be said -At loam by
Time Buckman had already
the ones who count In the reached the swaging doors
of
hied te
twee"
Paddy, Bar. He looked over his
letwed the
-Tee may be nee, Jean.'
shoulder and waved Dan back
CHAPTER II
has Case gave him a startled Du's est memory of him was
10/1311 CASS menaisall at Des look. -Ar• you gayest thia you the glint
of his defiant grin.
)grwerws mee Thar mem might setuatly-langlit---'
Dan was running But the
e•rried than pain Paddy
"-Get out of town., Jobe? U distance was more than • bun
Drake. Bar - • respestable I did, nobody would get hurt, dred yards. An
endless space
alma* Mace on the otf-linut new would they? That's ow- He was still •
doom strides
wde or town. Dan knew the tend net lent it 1"
frown the door of the saloon
Hatch mothers were in Paddy'•
-Tbat's right- John Cam when the guns began.
place They were armed. It was sale There was sudden disapHis last arca to the entrance
against the code that Dan. Istm• pointment to Ms eyea And a were measured by
the heavy
WWI, had wet down for men to sort of accustom angle
coccus/eons of the six-shooters
carry guns tri the section of
Dan laughed grimly -Don't "Prank!" he kept shouting
hope
Yellow Lenca The deadline was worry, Mayor. I sant mean It I- -Prank!"
ilosentan Street whims faced the You'll Mee your fun.'
Reabouidered the swing doors
raProad tracks
'Tun? What are you trying ogee and leaped
into the room
He looked again at he irate& to my. Die?"
He had drawn his elver-mount
-You jugI •ast the first rid CUM
It was Still more tea • Marta of an bow tettll times Rosa, Joist Deep doom you !
rank Bookman was huddled
o Moe* Darkness was approach- began ankles yourself If Dia•
hie side with crimson staining aa he ted the way whom the Mood Den Prisons wane t yel- ing the plank
floor One ot
street Vito Ms Murphy s eat- low after all The Way feet had Prank
fine new pistols was
ing place. Re bung ate bat on bees exposed.'
✓ipped In his right band. The
-Now Dan-!"
the tree and took a table at the
other lay • few feet away on
27W131 where rat could took Into
"You really &el sisal a the floor as though It had beer
Uneoln Street Paddy'. Bar to hack out on tea John. Nome yanked from his
hand by tro
was more than • Mock away, of you Sc Yard an feel skeet- force of the bullets
that nal
ead on the opposite side of the Id, Dialnueaceed. LAM deem torn through nue body
His hat
inemeering street, but still who'd mien somebody step on had rolled against
the footrati
within his line of vision
their rubber balloon of the bar. His face was turner:
-Men you an going through toward Dan In the flickering
The eating noose quickly
filled up Nweeneby drift•ti with it?" 'Pb, excitement had light Dan could sea in. frusen
along the sidewalk. mauve retuned to the Mayors eyes
horror in Prank's handsome fee
-Yee' Dan sae He was sem tures Prank Buckman had real.
quick glances at Dan.
denly
very
theft
And
felt very 131•41, ton late, that he was toa
Ms Murphy bustled to Meer
table. -Tye saved some of the miry out
young to die
tie eat gee* unseeingly
tenderest elk steaks you ever
A man was crumpled queerly
Vito the street_ hobs Tallow against the far end of
set teeth is. Danny..
the hat
elee gusted 'Young vest cooled lame and Its Mert into Its his knees drawn to ble chin ir.
proper an' bung to cure In elbe Integrity and Its taithessiem agony He was still alive an •
Its rheum and dllaioneetes, its will clung to • pistol
*NM meathouse
he had
"More illosiy you bad your blessings IMO Id SIM In the town using He wore the dente,cook slow-elk It from ose of Inns yeare he bed been mar- jacket, pans, and half-boots ci
those beef nerds doers by the shal Ise nad become fa:niter a rider He seemed as young es
pens last eight- Dan mid with an a Its facets
Prank Buckman In him face
He suddenly aroused. Me also was the disbelief,
Nak• sure It Its beef you're
the horror
wishing NI on me, that you mind mapping Mob to the mo- of knowing that no. too, was
bury the hide and the brand Its ment Prank Sookman was rimmed with ate.
walking along the opposite saepet en It. Ka'
A third man mood at the fat
-*a if. at my age. I needed walk' Re wrieleatly had gone end of the bar No other head
whim from the likes of you." to hts living quarters anel feed showed What few patrons
there
Ma mortal - 715 moan down cemented his gart He wore e had been were still huddled
be
de Mtn a no • attn.
you wed. I bare just the thing
riehth
poker tables, or back CI
red vie on which he had
for It Beer that• had tee =
the
bar_
packed around the keg for two pinned hie deputy marshal's
The tend man held a pistol ii.
shield
days"
A DOW
pearl gray, wide- Me hand. It was pointed at Der.
Saw brought foaming steins
Vona?. you always woo me ra- brimmed Mt was lifted at • Den's tune were leveled on -this
.0r11e customer,- she buret out. challenging angla lie wore a opponent
The third man was about
he wanted to my more, but pair of costly halt - boots.
failed. She burned away. for stitched with gold thread hits Dan's Age. There was grief an,.
which
be
tamale
had
stuffed
rn his face He was ro
the
rune
teem had started streaming
et tailored gray trousers Dan num who had ted his voting
Dan lifted his Wen. -Nerve had
never
seen any of thee* brother to his grave Al thin
now
be said He had to form MIMI
on me deputy before
moment the brother rolled over
Maisel( to Mink Rim threat was
Above elf i.e had turret own on hi. side His hands drummer.
'we TOOL
the pair of ex-shooters Mask the Rom in the final throes ot
Se Orate/fed • man hurry Into was earming in new
holster* death Then be lay still.
Paddy Drake's Bar No dean ✓ ins from a !wavy
leather Ms. (To Be CostsimPe
Wrote ta• Ottwaloclow • 12. lets,
.ert. 4 1110. 57 Cltel Parnell Ineeribut.e by leme recur* eyetterit•
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21 SALT MINER'S TRAPPED UNDERGROUND- Above is a 11063
photo of • salt mine shaft in which 21 men were trapped
more than • mile and • half underground when fire destroyed
the shaft head frame at the entrance The photo shows salt
pouring into • barge at Belle Ise Wane at Morgan City. Le
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JIM ADAMS IGA

Northside
Shopping
Center

Northside
Shopping
Center

PRICES GOOD THROUGH MARCH 19th
WE RESERVE THE RI GHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

/4 PORK LOIN__ _
lb. 590
MATCHLESS BACON lb. 490
CATFISH STEAK_ _____ _ lb. 190
HUSH PUPPIES_________ _ _39t
PIMENTO CHEESE,1.1:,"__ _8449C
I
.
,
1.
1.
BOLOGNA
29
0
63C
•41 0 1 0

U. S GOVT GRADED

I. 1
.11
14 1
46

41

7'• "
•.,41
I

:16
41

••••

FRYERS

23

TM

___
.1-1.1),

-14 ).
••11

_63C

KRAFT

NO COUPONS
NO '5.00
FORCED PURCHASES

JUST LOW PRICES

TOOTHPASTE

LARD CREST
39. 63'

Builders of
Pere_ Ina
III MK**

OnI:

-M

DELMONTE

COFFEE CATSUP
79c
19'
GROUND BEEl_n_.
5/C
MACARONI & CHEESE DINNER_ _ _ _ _ 21C
I.G.A. POTATO CHIPS.2_ _
49t
SPUDFLAKES_Tlh--------- _ _ 29t

99

GERBER

Shop

OUTLAND'S BAKERY
•

9C
_
24t
2 49C
2 89C
4°1

The Sweetest Place
In Town

a

ALL BRANDS

Y FOOD. BISCUITS
9.
8cCAN
LIQUID DETERGENT

SILVERDUST
DOVE
VEGE- TOLE
59'
68
'
RED
CARROTS POT TOES LETTUCE ORANGES SWEET POTATOES
2 29' 20 • 59 21:1:29'
4,9
*

*

3-LB.

large

CAN

ICEBERG

49;

Quart

FRESH JUICY

TENNESSEE

STORE OPEN 24 Hours DAILY - CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS I G A It's the total on the tape that counts
• ••••

44

.••••

•••

4

lit .1

Re Sure To

I I

FRESH CRISPY

Bu:

can

I.G.A.
SOFT DRINKS
GREEN BEANS
_
SWEET PEASI.L.2t,..tt_ _
ORANGE DRINK! t2L(211..

Shopping Center

ARMOUR SHORTENING *

Murra,
W*

It

NM

While In North:Icie

'IR I roN

DETERGENT
Ebb

PORK &
BEANS

FdLGERS INSTANT

NO STAMPS

CHOC. COVERED CHERRIESK,T.t,', 49t
For the last 2 weeks of winter
WAFFLE CREAMS _ _
.35C
ALKA- SELTZER__
55C
JERGENS SOAP_
REELFOOT

111•BE IT

—--lb.

_ 52t

ANTI- FREEZE

* CH. 4 III:0
Hasa!

AIM

30C .

59'
VI 1
.16
:14

•••

BUSH
PINTO BEANS - GREAT NORTHERN BEANS
MEXICAN BEANS- WHITE HOMINY

CAT FOOD MAYONNAISE
-OS

OP

•

KOZY KITTEN

.

.1•1•

1 II 4 i

--

SWAN LIQUID_
___
DOVE LIQUID_
ALL detergent
SWAN
RAINBOW COOKIES

BUSH SHOWBOAT

\ 10 I Huy..

_
,

*

•••

•
•

5.

•
a

• •

a
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USED CARS
* BRANDON BROS.
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.Alan Burke's TV Image
Is Either Saint or Satan
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Boating

By JACK WOL18TON
NEW YORK (UPI; — Two
-The depai“nent is plepared
the men behind his show feel mous typos who appear
on the Coast Guard-sponsored amend- to take whatever action is necNEW YORK 1UPI i — Alan It is • powerful stimulant to late night shows
ments to boating safety laws essary to meet our safety
Burke has become one of the the curious
Burke also is • poet. He have been endorsed by the Na- needs," he
said. -This may inBurke said he gete numerous reads 18 of his'poems on
most controversial personalities
a re- tional Boating Federation. • clude new legislative ProPosals,
on television because he is com- letters from viewers who tell cording, "My Naked Soul," re- group of
club associations, in- new regulations and ateppgdhim they know all about him. cently released by Audio
pletely devoid of fear
Fidel- dividual boat owners and other up enforcement activities."
Some of the people who He recalled that one letter ity Records.
• • •
Interested parties.
watch his daily "talk" show in writer claimed his father went
Fred
le
/.ifton,
The
first
would
executive direquire
numthe east and his two-hour net- to one of the New York public
bering of every undocumented rector of the Boating Industry
work performance on Batur- schools with Burke
motorboat on navigable federal Association, said recently that
"This writer said my name
• days consider him • genius of
waters. Many states already do 1067 will be the recreational
the media There are also some was Alan Burkowits and that
this, but the Federal Boating boating inoostry's Brat $3 bilwho regard him as rude and I came from New York," Burke
Act of 1958 exempts boats of lion year In Its history That
said "My name Is not Surtobrutal
compares with an estimated
less than 10 horsepower
"They say I am • nasty man. wits and I am not from New
HOBOKEN, N.J.UPI) —
The second would require $2.8 billion spent at retail in
and I am not." Burke said in an York"
Prom troopship to luxury liner one Coast Guard-approved life- 1966.
interview "But an image gets
Impereasel Snow
"Over the past four years.
to floating dormitory — that's saving device for every person
-bad as it travels "
Burke is so impersonal about the story of the &S. Igxochorda aboard
.
all boats, another re- the industry has shown a slow,
: Burke's appearance alone is his show
that he prefers not to
The 473-foot vessel, delivered quirement that now is covered steady growth," Litton said
'Yin asset At one moment his see the people
on his program to the government in 1944 to by some state
but not by fed- "We look for that growth rate
;grey Van Dyke can give him a before their
aPPearaneecarry fighting men to far off eral laws Statistics show that to accelerate in the coming
elltank look and at another
"Occasionally I will see them places, has been taken
out of boats now exempt from this TesIP."
;something of a saintly count.- in the make-up
room." he said mothballs to the ship repair requirement account
for a
"But If I can avoid meeting yard of Bethlehem Steel Corp large portion
MELBOURNE. Austra01 drewnings re- "Ninety-five per cent
my them I will"
lia (UPI) — American singerhere for her second conversion corded tach year.
:audience is for me.' Burke said.
This attitude, he feels, aspianist
Ray Charles had• mesIn 1948. the Exochorda was
The federation, at its recent
-'These are the everyday People
sures a spontaneity that would converted from a drab troop- semi-annual
meeting in Chi- sage for Australian teen-agers
—the taxi cab driver or the
be lacking I/ he discussed sub- ship to a sleek, yacht-like pas- cago, also took
a decided stand when he came here on tour:
waiter in • restaurant, for inject matter with show partici- senger-cargo
the on the controversial question of stay away from LSD and all
for
ship
stance Pour per cent of the pants
In advance of their ap- American Export Lines, carry- licensing motorboat
similar drugs
operators
audience are pseudo-intellecpearance before the television ins members of the cruise set It's .ogalnst it
Charles, blind and once •
tuals. and they are against me
camera
between New York and Medilisted these reasons water drug user himself. said "I've
-Anil the remaining one per cent
In some instances, if difficult terranean ports until the early and highway
traffic are not kicked the drug bit and am al/
are the true intelleetuals and I
subject matter is Involved, 60s, when she was Lind up in comparable,
universal operator the better for It I'm no expert
believe they are for me."
Burke's staff will research the the U.S. Maritime Administra- liosoldog would
be costly and but I know enough to say it's
The mystery that surrounds
subject to prepare him for any tion's Hudson River Reserve buedanasoge;
the multitude of bad, real bad Those kids foolBurke also makes him a differcomnItcated conversation that Fleet.
Amos Ow Ulm* and usages ing around with LSD don't
ent type of personahtv in show
may result.
Now she will become housing would raise difficult questions know what they're doing "
business
Burke usually Is in complete for about 200 students of the any qualifying test
would un"Nobody knows where I came command when
he is on camera Stevens Institute of Technology dermine current safety educafrom." Burke said "Nobody but every
now and then en- In Hoboken. NJ This will en- tion courses offered by such
knows whether I am married counters
someone like Evelyn tail extensive interior work and agencies as the U S Power
and have children and nobody Y. Davis,
who claims she was rearrangement of her spaces. Squadrons, Coast Guard Auxiknows anything about my past "born to
raise hell" and does She will have lounge and rec- liary, Red Cross. Boy Scouts
:I never get personal with any- so at every
stockholders' meet- reational areas, as well as and others
one on my show And I refuse ing she
attends even though sleeping quarters.
In another action the federato let them get personal with she holds only
a few shares in
Her outside will be refinished tion decried piecemeal efforts
me
If someone salts
me the companies.
to make her compatible with at pollution control and called
whether I am married I will
"She told me I had met my her surroundings when she be- for uniformity and
reciprocity
iefuse to answer Or quckly get snatch."
Burke said with a wry comes part of the burgeoning on boat toilet treatment deeff the subject "
smile
vices
founded
college
this
on
New
Perhaps Burke would like to
He Likes the tougher type. He
Criticised specifically was a
Jersey shoreline in 1870
discard this aura of mystery but doesn't
want to feature faPresent plans call for the new Chicago ordinance requirliner to serve as•dormitory for ing holding tanks on all boat
a few years until new land- toilets although there are few,
based quarters are constructed If any, pump-out facilities
under a 8tevens expansion and available within easy cruising
distance of the city Similar
redevelopment plan.
Afterthat, It's anybody's laws have been
proposed in
IS NOW —
guess what the versatile Ex- other municipalities
ochorda's next assignment will
In an address to the federabe
tion. Cecil Mackey, assistant
secretary of the Department o
Walnut Shells Help
Transportetion called for a
Top Oil Wells
combined effort by government
LONG BEACH. Calif ,UPI) Industry and the public to keep
— Walnut shells, glass beads boating "a safe and attractive
and plastic balls are helping form of recreation "
OWNERS
make stubborn oil wells yield
Mackey noted that the nummore fuel 'They're all used in ber of boating fatalities had
remained
a second-recovery process callrelatively constant at
ed fracturing, which forces un- WIXPri 1.294 each year although
yielding sand and rock forma- gra number of boats in use ha
tions to give up petroleum It nisariy telesied since World War
&oh Sterner ig employed at this
shop.
pays off handsomely for oil II
'However" he added. "I can
men, since an estimated 10 per
cent of all crude reserves in assure you that the Departthe United States can be re- ment of Transportation does
covered in this way, according not consider this an acceptable
to John B Merritt, president record It is our firm IntenUon
of Byron Jackson Inc.. a Borg- to see that it is improved subWarner subsidiary
stantially No accident or death
In fracturing, a torrent of Is acceptable if it can be avoidfield is rammed down • well at ed by reasonable means"
pressure's as high as 10.000
The Coast Guard which repounds per square Inch This cently became a part of the
splits open the oil-bearing new Department of Transporformation and walnut shells. tation. has been directed to
beads and plastic balls in the make a comprehensive
study
fluid hold open the cracks so of boating safety which will be
the oil can flow out
completed In the near future.
Mackey said

WLDNEZDAY — MARCH 13, 1968
Expo Showings
Desert Location
Wilding Re-Acts
HOLLYWOOD 'UPI) —
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — A
HOLLYWOOD (U P I
—
Thirty feature movies from 21 desert area near Torreon, Mex- Michael
Wilding, Elizabeth
countries were shown in the ico, 120 mlle.s north of Durango Taylor's second husband, re$2.5 million Expo theater at was selected by MOM for loca- turns to acting with a key role
Expo '67 in Montreal during a tion shooyng of "'The Zell In "The Sweet Ride" at 20th
nod.
Gun."
Century-Fox.

•

87 WILLIAM 13 lArglER

Versatile Ship
Gets New Role

•

*

of

fl.

AAA APPROVED

*

Murray Plaza Court
* AIR CONDITIONED

ELECTRIC HEAT

* TV A TELEPHONES IN ROOMS

* 44 UNITS

* IS MINUTES TO KY. LAKE

* GOOD RESTAURANTS.CONVENIENT

U.S. 641 South (South 12th Street) Murray, Kentucky

REGISTER.FOR FREE
FIVE $100 DOLLAR BILLS
TO BE GIVEN AWAY SATURDAY, MARCH 23rd

S

tfil

•
••I
••
!II
II

•

The Barber Shop Formerly Known as
THE MURRAY BARBER SHOP
—

Where Sales
. and Service .Go •Together
South 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone T53-2617

Southside Barber Shop

•

NEW CARS—NEW & USED TRUCKS—O.K. USED CARS

Newly Remodeled

Stop In and Inquire About Our . . .

Billy Earl Brandon and Bud Myers

'Mileage For Money'

REGISTER NOW

111Y THIS EXCITIN6 NEW CAME
AT 641 SUPER SHELL

•61-

•

Just match the speedometer reading
on your coupon which you receive
at your 641 Super Shell Station,

FIVE $100.00 BILLS

And Win. . .
* CIL 4 II:
witath
Lac

Il

•

TO BE GIVEN AWAY DURING THE
SOU HSIDE SHOPPING AREA CELEBRATION

(

$2.500 - $1.000 - $500

* CR. 4 II:
tiaras!

$50 - $5 - $1
MAKE

E'

Drawing

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
March 23

* * *****
Sir

Mum
vi
Rofiders of
Peeler WI
lii lispie

%/mils

Register NOW For . . .

Free Gasoline

No Purchase Necessary
•

RESTAUR ANTS

Each Week for 4 Weeks We
Will Give Away FREE.

Bu.
0„.-

2.5 Gals.Shell Gas
... That's All!
Just Register.
**** * *

641 SUPER SHELL
3,11

US, 641 South — Arrows from Jerry's

DAFFY -OVER DOTS
. . . green ones on bright
navy Dacron and cotton
voile in the ever popular
shirt dress with matching sap . . RUTH OF
CAROI.INA says belt me
high .. natural .
or net at all ...
7-14

Those Good Med Products

LAD

MA K MeCUISTON - OWNITA

&

liOU'reelliolt MANOR

LASSIE
P510511 763-84841

FIVE FRESH STRAWBERRY
PIES
Joao
TO BE GIVEN AWAY AT
WHO REGISTER THERE!!

FOR THOSE

40
11:

•

A
s.„
•

•

4

S.

•

..

•

13, l9d8
I PAGE THRLM
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(UPI) —
Elizabeth
usband. reh a key role
tie" at 20th

MI/RAY, KENTUCKY.,

—

WEDNESDAY — Mrilt.L.,ki 13, DAB
Priest Provides Prosits
'Oldest Book'
LIVERPOOL, England (UPI) OXFORD, Mimi. I UPI — An Million-Plus Lutherans
NEW YORK (TJP1)--Eigaven
— A Roman Catholic priest ancient Biblical manuscript,
countries with more than 1
the mountain beneath the Co- brews beer in' his spare time — called the oldest book in Amermillion Lutheran church memlorado stars and then he be- with the blessings of his parish ica, can be found in the Library
bers are listed in statistics recomes an official "Old Goat." pastor
Mississippi.
at the University of
cently compiled by the InThe Rev Anselni Hurt, 35. The manuscript, written on
New members also must climb
formatio!, Bureau of the Lutha tall leaning aspen tree and 0..oplies fellow -priests at
Eft. papyrus in the 3rd century, eran World Federation
stand a watch on lookout for Mary's Catholic Church
known
oldest
copy
contains the
They are: Germany, 37,545,beer at a cost of only with of First Peter from the New
the goats.
333 members: United Stnt
three
The main rule for the Wadi pence (34•2. cents; a pint.
Jonah
of
Book
Testament,
the
8,868,073, Sweden, 7 million;
He
is "no women, no guns and no makes 2I/2 gallons a week
from from the Old Testament and Finland, 4,750,373; Denmark,
children." The oldest "Old malt, hops, brown sugar
Second
from
Macabees
part
of
4,350,000; Norway, 3,475,687
and
Goat" in attendance in 1967 yeast, brewing it tn a
Apocrypha
and Indonesia 1,109,847.
Plastic the
was B. H. Jorgenson, 85, long- garbage pail Saya his -uperior,
time ' Gunnison County, Colo., the Rev &bastion Moore:
commissioner.
Approximately "We all take a drink and
100 men attended the 1967 Father Hurt's beer is
very
palatable"
Wadi.
• • •
The port of Mobile.
Ala. British Travel Boom
serves 21 mid - continental
LONDON (UPI; — Britain's
states
tourist trade continues to boom
In the first five months of 1967
a total of 758.000 overseas visitors WAS 13 per cent higher
than in the corresponding period of 1966 Of the total, 213.000 were Americana, 85,000
coming in May alone

Group Forms To Preserve the Goat
BY SAM AMBLER
The Goat Order, which also
SALIDA, Colo I
advocates preservation of the
DPI)—TheYi
call it "goat fever" in
Colorado, American way of life and cre(and apparentik, it is
ation of wilderness areas, gets
spreading
throughout the United States together once a year on the
It affects a group of
sports- Lake Ranch near Salida on the
men—and men only—who are slopes of towering Mt. Bhavano
dedicated to the conservation
to enjoy good fellowship and
of
wildlife, especially the Rocky honor the noble goat.
Mountain goat
The first Rocky Mountain
goats in Colorado were brought
In 1966, they formed
the In- from Montana
in 1949 and reternational Order of Goats.
At leased on Mt. Bhavano. There
their Second Annual
Wadi this were
nine. Today the Colorado
fall, prominent citizens
from a Game and
Fish Commission
number of states, in
addition estimates their number at from
to Colorado, were in
attend- 200 to 250.

'Frolic of Goats'
grbup of Boy Scouts hiahly
The annual Wadi affords trained at authentic mdi
members of the organization dances, performed for members
an opportunity to enjoy Colo- of the Order, by campfire light.
rado's mountain air and scen- A 160-power telescope was set
ery and observe the goats and up for gazing at the western
other wildlife. A Wadi is de- skies. Group singing lasted far
scribed by Grand Herdsire Pat into the night.
Patterson of Salida as a place
A few hundred yards from
"where the goats gather to the campsite on a mountain
frolic."
meadow deer and grouse were
In 1967, events at the Wadi seen, and one black bear was
featured trout fishing, horse- ;seen at close range. Members
back riding, four-Wheel drive could hear coyotes howling
vehicle
tours through
the nearby at night.
mountains and helicopter rides
About 23 new members were
over the peaks to observe the initiated. A new member
is
goats.
classified a "tender lovin' kid"
The Chavaneaux Indians. a until he has slept one night on

care

RICH IN BEEF RAVOR-LOW IN PRICE!"swER-marry

Weekend Special

CHUCK RD

Oil Technician
Develops Hi-Fl
Speaker System

FROM FULLY MATURED BEEF

wh
e fish
in
ifs
frozen
ers
taste fres oked?
Because you cook the fish
it takes no longer than heating pre-cooked frozen fish

Center Cut Blade

Chuck Steak
LB.

Ground ChuckCI
Beef Patties

(LESSER
TX;I ES

only b3 minutes.

You see we're sort of fanatics about fresh fish flavor.

55:

3 LB PKG
OR MORE
LB

SUPER RIGHT FROZEN

So we refuse to pre-cook the fish.

2-LB
PKG

(10 INDIVIDUAL PATTIES)

Here's what we do; • -

65c
1"

We dip the fillet in milk batter

•

G

RIGHT

SUPER

Breed it. Top it with butter

BRISKET

".1) I

We blanch the peas
So everything's done it once in only 20 minutes)
when you cook it.

79'

Corned Beef

Partly cook the potatoes.

•--

The result

SUPER

SLICED INTO CHOPS

RIGHT

m

A fish dinner that tastes like the fish is fresh-cooked.
It should. Because it is.

1/4 Pork Loin

One important tip
Be sure the oven is really pre-'heated to 400'

Are our C.ap'n John's Frozen Fish Dinners a good reason for shoppmg AS I"
They're one of many
COPYIOGYIT

11114 YI41 GIKAT ATLAYSTIC•PACWIC YEA CO ..NC

onvIRTISED ITEM—PLEASE REQUEST A
PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU MARCH 16

If lJN .bl.I TO PSI RLHAsE ANY

Lenten Values!

RAIN CHECK

Rib Roast
r Bologna

Ilgt 3 RIBS LB. 990

5 RIBS.
7 IN CUT
LB
BY THE PIECE
LEI

89c
49c

CAP'N JOHN'S FISH and SEAFOOD!

HADDOCK OR FLOUNDER I

BREADED

BREADED

I Fish Sticks
FishCODPortions
OR PERCH
10.0Z.PKGHEAT & SERVE
I LB PKG

Dinners
EACH
I 801
PK G

Pink Salmon

BEEF

SUPER RIGHT
(SLICED LB 59(1

Good Values Ahoy!
4

ALP OR COLDSTREAM

I.

(OP

•

2 $109 I
139C
Peeled & Deveined Shrimp PIECES 1,2
6"s 0/
Ls
Tuna 3 CANS 85c Perch Fillets
ANN Noodles 3
Savings On Fine Groceries!
PAGE
S100
A&P
Yellow
Cling
Peaches
3
A&P Spaghetti
OR ELBOW MACARONI
Ag2P Applesauce
4 CANS 69

59'

69

1-LI.
CAN

LI. PKG.

$199

8AG

(LB 294

CHUNK LIGHT

BOX

ILB $100

PKGS

I ANT

-

/ ,

WALDORF TISSUE

3

ROLL 100
4 PKGS.

Fruits

Extra Bonus!!

each week for the four weeks
Southside Sellabration
Register for this and the weekly South side Grand Prises each time you vilt
our store!

WILL

FIRST PRIZE
RE GIVEN
MARCH t3rd

Lady Scott

4Fon99c

FACIAL TISSUE
200 CT.
PKGS.

•••e_6-4(4.11..M.

Hungry Jack

PILLSBURY BISCUITS

49

REERiG
9.50z. 3soe
CAM

89s

(fi

/Ito )N

490 Glazed Donuts
390
k. 190 Raisin Pie
390
290 Snack PiesARIETIEs2 FOR 270
Sta-Puf
Crisco
LAUNDRY
RINSE Coffee Mate
5; 79t 6 o? 48t 14/ OFF
LE

002

ISAVE 100

Pillsbury

FoR49t

LB

ART

4

',GALLON

•

CREAMER

.641,•6 Sal WO

Phone 753-7101
Murray, Kentucky

Sycamore at 12th

Page Three)

1St
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p 77 took first
the Menu's!),
Derby held Sat.
Scout Remnrat.
eke
terhv is a cornbasic scouting
rig, knot tying,
pass, first aid,
'hew skills are
as they advance
food proficiency
t enabled Troop
honor.
Calloway and
participated in
Prt by Chenubmitteeman, Cleo
i Scouts of Ship

** * * ******

*******

— 7. DAYS A WEEK —
WE CATER TO PRIVATE PARTIES,
LODGE MEETINGS, CHURCH GROUPS, Etc.

STEAK DINNERS
Also Serving

*

4(
4(

"OE

'y FISH & CHIPS

TO BE GIVEN AWAY DURING THE
SOUTIFISIDE SIDE SHOPPING AREA SELL-A-BRATION

JAR

•L

*****

*******

**

4r
*** 4t

•

Kviteeellelw

•

-•

/ -4

ar-A- -Naders will
eight p. in. on
L6, at the BIM
:ape Girardeau,
guest caller
era are Invited

ro

MST

oway County
meet at the
itrs. Bill Moffitt
ch 16 at 630
, are invited to

SHORTENING

31.13 CAN

lives on Route

• PIZZA

• COUNTRY HAM

• HOMEMADE'PIES - Made In Our Kitchen

REGISTER NOW FOR FIVE $100 BILLS!!

LABEL183t

hams
k Unit

cc Will
urday

• BREAKFAST WITH HOT BISCUITS .4g

• • PLATE LUNCHES AT NOON

.sent in the vieKeller, Thomas
4y, Allan Con
1 Cunningham,
;can Fitzpatrick,
us Burkeen, RI
Lemons, Steve
e. Steve Porter,
Parker. Chartfon y Gardner.
onsored by the
ureh and meets
1 -30 p.m in the
11 building. All
scouting are in'

TET- NAM (MIT
cialist Five Lar23, son of Mr.
Williams, New
; assigned as a
th the 9th InVietnam, Feb.

Open 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.

• SANDWICHES

8 Days;
In Vote

the eight Donee! over to suplledged no new

ONLY

HOT HOUSE

CINNAMON ROLLS
REFRIG.
9501.
CANS

ucky fried

k" FRESH WATER CATFISH DINNERS

•

Bibb Lettuce
Leaf Lettuce
Rhubarb

Colonel Sanders'

South 12th Street
Seating Capacity 170 People

894
.(SAVE 1904 20-0Z.
LOAVES

ED
ter on the buttStacy D West
d thoughts. bestowed to champ
hours later to
ian i mous
.v provisions oi
it becomes el.
1 gives Kentscily
tax in the ask
Minns
shim the leg*
ut that is coninalitv. since lie
ram in his bud13
included an taunt auto lirente
mn RS to
e administration
ratie Senate ma
✓
to pass tie

We Specialize in . . .

Sandwich Bread

Apples

3Z-459C

4(
4E

Jane Parker Buys

JONATHAN OR GOLDEN DELICIOUS

A&P Will Give Away A

TRANSISTOR
RADIO

and Vegetables1

SNACK
PACK

corrective

* ***

X No. 63

. Along with it,
his record $2
iroved by a 37,2

SOUTHSIDE RESTAURANT • Tr

QUART JAR 55c
'A&P Mayonnaise
Ched-O-Bit Cheese Spread 4Ef"
RNI N2OLI:3 LOAF 79C

ASSORTED COLORS- BATHROOM

(SAVE 170

Buy 1, Get 1 FREE!
ALP
ROTH
Spray Deodorant
7-0Z. CANS

(
C6
1)' NEW

59"
•

1 LH

By PRESTON McGRAW
United AMU! International
A Houston electrical engineer
and physicist uses negative
comparatively
feedback
on
small high fidelity loudspeaker
systems to produce an extraordinarily low and distortion
free bus.
The negative feedback principle with loudspeakers was not
exactly new when L.W. Erath.
49, by profession a designer of
Instruments for the oil industry, fiat sta.rted to use it as a
means of getting big speaker
system sound out of smaller
systems
Speaker textbooks mentioned,
however, that the best way to
get the feedback was to put a
microphone in front of each
speaker. A microphone "good
enough to monitor a fine
speaker system was prohibitively expensive.
Feedback. as Erath uses it.
is a sampling of the portion of
the output of an amplifier or
loudspeaker and comparing it
with the input signal to determine whether the two are
identical.
If they are not identical, an
error signal is developed which
is fed back into the input of
the amplifier. The corrective
signal forces the output of the
loudspeaker to be identical to
the input, thereby reducing
distortion.
"What I discovered was a
simple and practical means of
determining loudspeaker performance so feedback can be
applied to it," Erath said "In
other words. I use a network
of coils, resistors and other
components which is placed in
series with the speaker
-This network develops a
feedback voltage from currents
flowing in the loudspeaker
These currents contain elements which are proportional
to the deficiencies of the
speaker
"Therefore
this feedback
voltage represents the performance of the loudspeaker
and can be compared with the
input signal to the amplifier to
determine the
signal
"The reason this is practical
is because the loudspeakers
which we use are carefully designed by me to eliminate unnecessary vibration "
Four Models
Erath produced the first
speaker system that satisfied
him in 1963 He has since designed four speaker models,
which he calls LWEs, a 40
watts per channel emptier.
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Skirting Trouble
BRUSSELS (UPI) - Miniskirts can be a traffic hazard.
according to the Belgian •government. which has erected
gems alone highways depicting
a motorist crashing into the
rear end of another car as he
turns to stare at a mini-skirted
girl "Motorists - Do Not Be
Distracted by Mini-Skirts" the
signs warn

SERVING
-`•

1

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

WEDNESDAY --MARCH 13, 1968

Lutherans To Tackle
Social Problems
GENEVA, Switzerland (UPD
- Special attention
problems faced by Lutheran
churches throughout the world
will be given at four regional

to social

conferences to be sponsored in
Africa, Asia. Europe and Latin
America by the Lutheran World
Federation's Commission on
World Service
The European gathering is to
have North American repre-

sentation because the social
planning structures of the
Lutheran churches are similar
on both continents.
VALLEY FORGE, Pa. (UPI)
- The Division of Program
Planning of the American Baptist Convention will meet here
Oct. 28-30 for discusaions
Harold E Stassen, former
president of the American Baptist Convention, and General
Secretary Edwin H. Tuner will
preside over the meeting.

Marrying

Church

NASHUA, Iowa ()PI) More than 40,000 couples have
been married at the Little
Brown Church in the Vale twt‘
miles northeast of here. The
church was made famous by
the hymn written by William
St. Pitts in 1857
Each year, on the first Sunday of August, the town of
Nashua plays host to the couples married at the Little
Brown Church, who return

with their families and Wands,

*array amt Calloway County

tiz

•

41111111k
Gulf

,
ILE
,ml
%
j

Start your
set today.

IRONSTONE
DINNERWARE

at
TROTTER'S
GULF SERVICE
6

Look For

this sign.

•

TROTTERS GULF
So. 12th Stre•et - Murray, Ky.
IOW

41111MeW•

We're A Little Hard To Find
But It's Worth Your Time
We realize that a lot of people in our
4
area don't know where Pogue Avenue
7,41
is located. For those of you who don't

/

SYCA floPE

•

DRIVE - IN, BRANCH
the
PEOPLES BANK

frfi ••
rji .11
W

•Ii
:VM
t411

:41

r

.55
:4111

-1

/2 "4 siPeeT

I/

know, the little map on the left will
help.
We are your local Urn-Royal Dealer
and have been for the past four years. I a
We carry a complete line of tires for 46
any make or model car.
Pick up your Free Tickets for the
5 '100 Bills to be given away Saturday, March 23. Extra 100 tickets Free
with purchase of four tires!

CARROLL
TIRE

SERvicE

•

POC.iJE

AVE

I

-1

Carroll Tire Service
- SHOP SOUTH

SIDE FOR BETTER BARGAINS

1105 Pogue Ave.

MURRAY. KY.

Who am I?

HOME APPLIANCE MONTH

make to the economy of Murray and Calloway County.

at

-

Sears

Our hope is that we can serve the economy of this area

%I 4AS sot Al(

even more in the years to come. We invite you to take advan-

•

AMD CO.

Catalog Soles Office

DAVID SEVERNS

tage of our facilities.

* CIL 4 II:
Usual

SOUTHSIDIK MANOR -

11•1111 I`

We are pleased to cooperate with the Southside Merchants

5

area to register at the Drive-In Branch -only for prizes.
Sir

Murra
Paying 53 on 6 and 12 Month Certificates of Deposit,
itIr-r on Pass Book Savings!

of
Fortor WI
III Maple

MURRAY. WY.

- COLDSPOT REFRIGERATORS
14.1 CU. FT. REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER COMBINATION. All fraction
tremor at top, 137 lbs. freezer
Was $279.95 - NOW 9249.88
Saw_ *tat aotematk Ire maker.
• Was $300.95 - NOW $279.88
19.3 CV. VT. SIDE-BY-SIDE REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER. All frontless
Bpacemaker shelves, with ice maker. Come in white, copperton
e, avocado.
Was $4911.95 - NOW 2429.66
MS CU. PT. REFRIGERATOR-FREF.ZER COMISI.N.ATIOW
NO
-byelde
imm
sieq.
ONLY

in this promotional endeavor and invite visitors in this

Builders

`COLDSPOT FREEZERS
17.1 CU. FT. UPRIGHT FREEZER. Completely frontless, Bpacemaker shelves
with white or coppertone.
Was $309.95 - NOW $2711.6$
Same, with Antonia tie leemaker.
Was $339.91i - NOW $399.82

15.11 CU. PT. UPRIGHT FREEZER. 552 pound capacity, flush hinges
Was $199.95 - NOW 2179.82
10J CU. PT. CHEST PRZEZ112. Fast freese section, flush hinges All porce•

lain interior 375 pounds capacity
_ Was 1154.95- NOW $149.88
W CU. PT. CHEW FREEZER. Flash defrost-Fast freeze section, eafety signal light, flush hinges. 774 pound capacity _ _ Was $279.95 - NOW
$239.112

PEOPLESiBANK
cy
M URRAY icy.

-

COLDSPOT AIR-CONDITIONERS ''
1 •""
Limited Quantities - All New - Not Reconditioned
8.251 RTU COLDSPOT
Was 4154.04 - NOW $145.011
14,564 BTU COLDSPOT
.
Was $1119.44 - NOW $175.00
14,444 RTU cowsrar
Was 4171.44 -NOW $149.98
14,540 BTU couagroT
• Was $194.11 - NOW $179.111
11.51e RTU COLDSPOT
Was $274.95 - NOW $EESAW
12.eee RTC COLDSPOT
Was $261.11- NOW 2E39.29
23,414 BTU COLDSPOT
Was 131944 - NOW $271.011
NO MONEY DOWN - TARE UP TO THREE YEARS TO PAY
ON SEARS EASY PAYMENTS PLAN

MEMBER F.D. I.C.
. . WHERE YOUR MONEY WORKS FOR YOU!
• , .
'a.

•

•
•
•

e•
•

,
•
•

I am Sears Catalog
Sales Representoti ye.
Serving YOU is my
business.
Let me
help you get Sears
t ow price on your
more complex purchases for the home,
form or office.
Coll, I'll arrange
to see you at your
convenience.
Just dial

•=0,

ANOTHER REASON TO BANK AT . . .

.•

Phone 753-1489

011111111w,
NIWIllie

MARCH is . . .
We here at the Drive-In Branch of the Peoples Bank
are pleased with whatever contribution we have been able to

4

753-2310

Sears
Sisal. Mot BLCIL MID CO

Catalog Soles Office

Southside
Manor

P.S.
t soy

what you
w
you

wont it. I
al
mla tdeettoa

handle
fromils
stal la e
tlson
ti

Satisfaction guaranteed

•

'•

.
•

_
•
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With V-7, King Site. Our 97t.
With Coupon . . .

Coupon Expires March 18, 1868

VALUABLE

CIX No. 63

COUPON

'D

St. Joseph Aspirin, 200 tablets.
0ur77t. With coupon . . .

1.8 Days;
;In Vote

Coupon Expires- March 18, 1088

VALUABLE

COUPON

17. Along with it.
his record $25
ipproved by a 37.1

Loving Care hair color. Our $1.47.
With Coupon . . .

1NG
num

TWEED RUG
ROOM Size, 81• 11{

CLAIROL

v

STUTU
SOCKS

Coupon Itzpires March 18, 1068

DIAPERS

VALUABLE

Playtex, Disposable. Regular $1.79.
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With ('oupon

2 pr

Coupon Expires Man n 18, 1968

.4110\44
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rit, the eight D,.
trhed over to suppledged no new

Jergens Lotion, 10 -oz. size. Our IS..
With Coupon . .

LOTION

for they
Saturets Free,

COUPON

Garbage Can
1.61

Hens', 50% Orion, 25'. Herculoa.2 5%
stretch Nylon. Compare at $1.50.
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Special assortment, long play

HANDBAGS
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HINDS

34
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Spanish Peanuts, one gallon tin
Our 51.88. With coupon . . .
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• Muchly-sought Females.•
Asian Stewardesses'
By ARNOLD DIBBLE
TOKYO UPI) — In days
gone by Asian parents sold.
married -off or threw their girl
children into the Yangtze
Today they put them up in

FRIDAY
SPECIAL

1111111111

Catfish Dinner
$1.95 per person
—FRESH

Southside Manor Shopping Cente
Murray. Ky.

P.O. Box 612

Phone 753-8339
tyl

.1
.4

1111

VISIT THE SHOE TREE
HF4DQUAR1ER.S FOR

Dehsco Debs
BOSCO
Pattern
in
WHITE - NAVY
CALF

and

BLACK PATENT
Other Styles in
Black & White Patent
Brown and White Patent.
and Bone

Lennox Bags to Match
Hosiery by Hanes in
The Wet-Look
Blue, Ornge. Green
Pink and Jet
*

4 II:
ideal&
Isle,

SOUTH 12th

sTizirr

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

ROAD SERVICE
Phone 753-9081
— FREE PICK-UP and DELIVERY
—

Bu.

* Washing
* Batteries
* Tune Up

Greasing
Tires
Wheel Balancing
Mufflers

Brake Work

On I

-

Travel
Briefs

Ml KASAI, KENTUt

Sole Mooting
LAWRENCE. Kan. (UPI) —
The University of Kansas and
Washington Mate have met
only once in football — Kansas winning 13-0, In 1955.

there actually is a shortage of Preservatio
n Stop
qualified stewardess candidates,
DUNSEITH, ND. (UPI/ —
so greet is the demand.
In an effort to preserve the
On the beads of • UPI survey.
natural beauty of the Internaand proiection.s on the survey,
tional Peace Garden. a 2,339nearly 1.000 stewardesses of
acre formal garden commemoAsian persuasion work for the
rating 150 years of peace bemajor world airlines today.
tween the United States and
Countingthose who work for
Canada, no restaurants or moJapan Air Lines (JAL), Niptels will be allowed in the
Pon's around-the-world carGarden or in a zone immedirier. Aix India and regional
ately around it in either counlines, the figure comes to aptry. according to a new plan
proximately 3.000 girls who
have given up the tradiUorial announced here.
However, sites will be zoned
Asian sheltered life for •career
nearby for motel-restaurant
in the skies.
use and for other activities,
Another 1.000 are sought.
according to the plan, which
The flying life appeals to
also envisages development of
many Asian girls because, once
they have won their Ir1144. a recreation center, campsite"
they are likely to make more and a tourist information center It is estimated that 250,000
money than the rest of the
visitors in 1967 will have viewfamily combined. They get •
ed the Garden, which combines
chance to see far-away places.
the forest landscape of the
and many find their prince
Turtle Mountains with intricharming for marriage
cate flower beds.
But many of the best potential candidates — those of wellborn families and good educa- Travel Convention
tion — never 'fulfill .their
WASHINGTON
—
drekns because of parental ob- With domestic travel
moving
jections Seine Asian parents toward $40 billion in
annual
cannot reconcile themselves to sales, the travel industry
is bethe duty of • daughter to coming an increasingly
imserve food and drinks to pas- portant factor in the
nation's
sengers.
.
economic health, according to
"She'd-*
-nething but a ey- Bill Toohey, chairman of the
ing waitress." one father said. upcoming 27th
U.S
Travel
in confiding that his comely Conference and Convention
daughter wanted to be a stewThe convention, sponsored by
ardess.
the National Association of
One of the most interesting Travel Organisations, will be
trends is the recruitment of held in DStrolt Nov 27-Dec 1
Asian stewardesses for flights Toohey. who is executive vice
only remotely connected with president of the Tourism CounAsia. This, of course. reflects cil of Greater Chicago. said the
the growing interest in the meeting will afford an opporAsian travellers The Japanese. tunity for all components of
for instance, are the freeest the domestic travel industry to
spending tourists in the world. "sit down together to plan conTrans World Airlines an- tinued growth"
nounced earlier this year that
it was seeking to hire 150 Astan
stewardesses for duty on its Se.ilplaning Added
U.S. domestic routes They all In Virgin Islands
will be paid U.S salaries
ST
CROIX. US
Virgin
Salaries for stewardesses are Islands
UPI
— Something
reckoned in different ways by new will be added to the list
different airlines Alnalla pays of sports and tourist attracsalaries commensurate with tions in the U S Virgin Islands
those paid by Japanese nation- this winter — sallplaning
al airlines Pan American stewThe project will be latuiched
ardesses are paid in US dol- with • fleet of six planes at a
lars
soaring center to be set up on
Thus. Asia's flying females this island by a group from
draw from the equivalent of the state of Vermont St Croix
about $250 to MOO monthly. was selected because of dependplua per diem expenses for able 10-15 mile-an- hour winds
their ground steps
to provide the necessary lifting
Aside from Asian-based air- power
lines. Pan American employs
more Asian stewardesses — or
stewardesses of Asian extrac- Tourisen Aid
NORTH MIAMI. Fla 'UPI)
tion — than any other airline
It also is seeking to recruit — Florida tourism is getting *
more than any other airline — boost in foreign countries fmrn
• series of musical short ftlms,f#A
some 200 girls
BOAC as befits an ,airilne being produced for distribution*.
built L, serve an empire, has abroad
The
audio-visual
jukebox
hired 107 Oriental stewardesses
and is seeking several more features, produced at Studio
Air Prance has 26 Asian host- City here by Milton H Lehr of
esses and Lufthansa 23, and Continental Cinema Corp. use
hotels and
both are seeking additional famous Florida
country clubs as a backdrop
stewardesses
All airlines answering the They will be distributed in
UPI survey said they hired Japan Australia. Europe, Canada and Latin America
Oriental
stewardesses
basically to provide better services
for their pasaengers, specifiSki Rouse Adds
cally their growing number of
BOLTON. Vt .UPII — Sintravellers from the Orient
In their national dress — ters who visit Bolton Valley,
kimono, sari. sarong — the air- Vermont's newest major ski
lines also consider their -Asian resort, this season, will find
girls as a colorful and pleasing new expert ski terrain, a heated swimming pool and • skataddition to the aircraft decor
ing rink
A
Lufthansa
spokesman
A glade is being added to exsummed it up when he said:
tend the expert Bolton Outlaw
Trail Other construction pr vides for • new intermediate
trail and glades to • present
Intermediate trail The area
has three double chalrlifta

WALSTON
TEXACO

* CH 4 II:
UMW

alMS
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Mickey's Money
NEW YORK (UPI) — Mickey Wright, with earnings of
more than $225,000. Is the leading all-time money winner on
the ladies' golf tour.

Bronson in 'Villa'
HOLLYWOOD
U P Ii —
Tough guy Charles Bronson
joins Yul Brynner and Robert
Mitchum
in
Paramount's
"Villa Rides"

Belair Shopping
Center

Put a Tiger In jeer Tashi

FREE!

—A—GROWING CENTER INA
GROWING COMMUNITY

LUBRICATION JOB
with each oil and filter change

*
We ire now leasing space in' this
new center. Those interested should
see . .

Guy Billington

MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
..

Royal Sport
LONDON (UPI) — Cricket,
which then was called "Hands
In. Hands Out," was • favorite
pastime of King Edward IV of
England in the 14th century.

7orCal 753-475
- 1

Be Sure to Register for the

5 -'$100 DOLLAR BILLS
To Be Given Away
SATURDAY, MARCH 23rd
STOP BY and PLAY TIGERAMA
with us!

Murray Enco
SOUTH 12th STREET

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Bob Futrell, Mgr.

4******* ***********************
A Real Sell-abration

,

F

&

the air.
The world's airlines are hiring more Asian stewardesses
and having more problems doing so than perhaps in any
other part of the world Despite
population
explosion
Ana's
MillMIIIM11.11111111111111.1r

TiM NATION'S
INNOCSIONIN

I

dig&

YOU CAN TRUST YOUR CAR TO THE MAN
WHO WEARS THE STAR . . .

The TEXACO Star!

TAKE A DEMONSTRATION DRIVE IN A NEW 1968 MERCURY
(must be 21 or over)

AND RECEIVE, ALL FREE . . .
5o Tickets Valuable Drawings
FOR

Driv
e The Best
MERCURYS — IWONTEGOS —

HATCHER AUTO SALES
•

YOUR AUTHORIZED MERCURY and C.MC TRUCK DILALNit

515 South 12th Street
w111.1110-4MINIsse

Maio'
HONOLULU 4t/P1) — More
than 1 million persons are expected to visit Hawaii in 1968
The estimate on the number of
Persons who will have Come
here during 1967 is 925,000. 1,
cording to the Hawaii Visitors
Bureau
Mississippi CoNs
JACKSON. Mies • UPI)
Hunters and fishermen flock to
Mississippi annually for their
relaxaUon
The state has a total of 170 000 acres. and 3,500 miles of
lakes and streams for fishing
Orortgor Returns
HOLLYWOOD UPI
Parley Grangee returned to Hollywood to guest star in an episode
of the new television series
"Hondo"

FREE
Register For The Rye $100
Bills To Be Given Away
SATURDAY, MARCH 23rd

-

Filming in Spain
HOLLYWOOD
UPI
—
Warner Bros will shoot "The
Valley T1rne Forget" in Spain
with James Pranclacus and
011* Oolan In the leads
"They are hired particularly
to take care of the Japanese
passengers They are useful in
translating and helping to explain western customs to inexperienced Japanese passengers
"But in general. the Japanese girls have s gift for serving with grace They treat people on board as if they Were
guests in their own home
which makes them the ideal air
hostesees They goon our passengers quite naturally, without even trying "

J&S OIL CO.
South 12th and Story Avenue

— EXTRA BONUS
1 CASE OF OIL (Your Choice of Brand)

VISIT OUR AUTO-BAR-WASH ON STORY AVENUE
111100-.66111Ros-egions-

W•lff.'n "Monk" StallOns, Manager
.sona.
aligHne0

. • • •I'1.1
.1

••••••••••^4.1
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FOR SAVINGS

ge

Irish or not, its o great day for savings! Pick

GODCHAUX

up the things you need at prices that are

rd
AMA

a little bit o heaven. It's the luck

91111 CANNED a

0

SUGAR

the Irish ... the luck of everyone
who wants to save!

ritESH DRESSED

49c

•

with the purchase of 6
C. E. or Westinghouse
Light Bulbs

BACON 55'

BEEF 3 in
Bush Hominy
325
Bush siinach
2 25
Delmonte 21,
can
PEACHES

• Black Eye Peas
• Showboat Pork & Beans
• Great Northern Beans
•Pinto Beans • Navy Beans
• Red Kidney Beans • Red Beans
• Turnip Greens • Mustard Greens
• Mexican style Chili Beans
— Mix Of Match

Of

Chestut

Pure around

Bush
CANNED GOODS SALE

•

19
39 tb

MAS

10 lb. bag

'
2
nws.,,,AROZ,Iltelor,t9hODS
Pies
Cut Corn
Mixed
Veeetables
mom WATKR
Fish Steaks
Baby Limas
FROSTY ACRES -

FROSTY ACRES. 1 17*-1h. ho4

2 19°
49'
for

FROSTYCat

Charmin

•

TISSUE 29

Delmonte
* CATSUP
14, 19C

Kraft
FRENCH DRESSINFG

lee
Flavor Kist
Le:

Swedish Kreme
Cookies '51
rit••I

Celery

WM.

Keebler

c
29

Crackers
I•e. 19

Cookies

39c

JOHNSON'S

"Fine Food
for
Fine Folks"
We Reserve The
Right to Limit

1-17. Along with it,
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approved by a 31.1
;senter on the likuk.
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stalk

Dixie Belle

CHOCOLATE DROP

39

Lettuce
Red Potatoes
Bananas
Oranges
Yellow Apples

S In Vote

On Page Three)
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To Be Given Away Saturday, March 16th
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

HAZEL HIGHWAY

Prices In This Ad Good Thru Tuesday, March 19th
FOLGERS or MAXWELL HOUSE - 1-lb. can

U.S. CHOICE CHUCK - First Cut

Folger's COFFEE 69c ROAST
PUFFIN - 1-0s. Can
BISCUITS

7

HY-GRADE - 2-Lb. Box
CHEESE FOOD----59(

COUNTRY SKILLET GRADE

BAKERITE - 3-Lb. Can

FRYERS

SHO
RTE
NIN
G
49c
Dixie Belle - 1-1b. box
GREAT NOR'N and PINTO DRIED - 4-Lb. Bag

THREE LEGGED
CHICKEN

CRACKERS

10*

TISSUE

TUNA

Delsey

Del Monte Chunk Style
6Yroz.
Cans

2 rolls 21c

3

3-es. pkg.
CUSTARD

$O
NAPKINS
Rex - 24-1b. jar
Gala -

JELLO EGG -

29(

2 pkgs. 23*

JELLY

Jumbo Roll
TOWELS
(YTT -

sI.
•••••••••----11-

36'

4 $:
* CR.vital&
Rule,
* CIL Usual
4 II:

3 cans 89.

lb. bag

49c

2__9c

lb.

13c

Murra

Extra Gift For Liberty Shoppers
Register Now for this

Bu.

1

To Be Given Away In Our Store

Detergent (14, OH)
Detergent (St

TIDE

45f

Pork

lb. '1.49

Spare Ribs
Chickens
Picnics

lb. '1.39
lb. 694
lb. 59*

•

lb. 69c

Fresh

19‘

lb. 69°

1Presh

PORK BRAINS

lb. 39*

LARD

45c

lb. Ctn.

CHEF-BOY-AR-DEE - Plain or Sausage

POTATO - 1-Lb. Bag
59' CHIPS

5W

3 for 89c

MORTON'S
MEAT PIES— —
ADAMS FROZEN ORAJfGE
JUICE — — — —

POTATOES— — — 31
THUNDERBOLT SHRIMP
CHUINKEES — — 2 $179

•

sl
33(

Select Washed White Cobblers

Potatoes

10lb. bag 39c

Dozen

•59(

•

BELL PEPPERS

Fresh Green
Fresh Long Green

ea. IP

CUCUMBERS

ea. 100

GOLDEN RIPE

Saturday, March 23rd
WESSON - 24-0s. Bottle

lb. 59'

•

REELFOOT

ORANGES

On,

311

PORK STE41C

PORK CUTLETS

FAT BACK

FIA)RIDt

OUTDOOR GRILL
—

lb. 59*

•

Frui
t
Pie
s
FRENCH FRIED

BABY FOOD 5i 46c
In Moots

Beef
Fresh Sliced

MORTON - Apple, Peach, Coconut Custard - 20-oz. pies

Yellow Solid

GERBER STRAINED - 43
/
4-oz. jars

Nolk
Builders
of
porter wi

FORE QUARTER

39c 29c

lb.

PIZZA

OLEO

Libby's Tomato
Can

MAD QUARTER

Del Monte

JUICE

MARI 5'

PATTIES

HOT PIT BAR-B-Q

BA
CO
N
10c NICE THICK

- No. 303 cans
APPLE SAUCE
2 cans 29*
Plneapple-Grapefruit 46-os. cans
DRINK

5

lb. 29*

MISS LIBERTY Sliced, Rindless - lb.

DOMINO EXTRA FINE GRANULATED

SUGAR

PORK LIVER

39*

MACARONILucky Leaf

."
:41

lb. 190

Fresh Sliced

STYLE

count pkg.

RED CROSS SPAGHETTI and - 7-oz. pkg.

Is

33t-

MUTTON

19c

24c

ITCK BONES

SAUSAGE - - - -3Ihs 89it

ALOHA JUICE - 46-0z. Can

PINEAPPLE

lb.

Smoked Picnic Hams lb. 39c
COUNTRY

89c

49c

A' WHOLE

19.

Campbell's - 1411-os. can
45( I TOMATO
SOUP

BEANS

lb.

Off)

BOLD _ _

Giant Pkg.

BA
NA
NA
S
FRESH
TURXIP

691
Lige Pkg.

27*

GREENS

19'

lb.
Fresh Crispy

9c

RADISHES

Rosh Green 1110101

3 NIL bags 150

ONIONS

, bunch 10*

•
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